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INTRODUCTION 

 The grade five up to eight teaching qualification and competency evaluation   standard of fine 

art education is constructed as a problem solving approach and subjects’ common content 

concepts, issues and ideas. This teacher evaluation standard insures the inclusion of necessary 

teaching qualification in fine art education in second cycle national levels (Grade five-eight).  

The teacher standard certification provides formal recognition opportunities and incentives for 

fine art teachers to increase their knowledge and skill to teach or to lead others, in teaching in the 

2
nd

 cycle primary school.  

The evaluation standard is employed using the generic standard prepared by ministry of 

education (MoE, 2013) as an over reaching frame. This standardized way of licensing teachers 

includes: Standard one: - Know student and how they learn and Standard two: - Know the 

content and how to teach. 

 The elements indicated in the content part are constructed in 16 standardized elements and many 

criteria indicators. The information provided in the table all indicators of the curriculum 

materials from grade 5-8, teacher qualification concerned fine art subject participant and 

implication.  

The result of the study indicated in the curriculum evaluation standard will be used for the 

beggner teachers. 
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Purpose of the documents 

 Professional standard efficiency evaluation of fine art education teachers, paper pencil test 

compromised two main standardized themes of professional knowledge domains (1. Know the 

students and how they learn, 2. Know the content and how to teach) that what teacher should 

know and able to do in practice. 

This standardized beginner teacher evaluation mechanism realizes the national professional 

standard of the teacher under ministry of education stated vision/ aims, goals, and objectives and, 

provides formal recognition, opportunities, and incentives for teachers to increase their 

knowledge and skill, that to teach or to lead others in teaching primary 2
nd

 cycle (5-8). 

The frame work can improve the quality of art teacher and helps the teacher to receive 

professional licensing that will enhance their responsibility and accountable to implement a 

quality oriented instructional process, discovers the teacher professional development through 

professional knowledge, practice and engagement. And also ensures the professional judgment 

success of their development of professional learning and teaching. This standard is prepared 

with the purpose 

 Improve the art teaching professional skills. 

 Understand the relevant of the evaluation standard teaching profession development. 

 Instruct the teacher to have potential in specific subject knowledge. 

 Build the teacher artistically quality of creativities, pronounced skills and knowledge. 

 Provide perquisite condition that to have confidence in the art subject content 

knowledge. 

 Can able to become familiar on the contents of the primary level fine art subject school 

curriculum. 

 Assist teachers in making plans and organizing teaching. 

 Increases teachers’ credibility/responsibility and accountability as professionals to be 

able to follow the learner progress. 

 

 



The correlation between domain and standards 

DOMAIN OF 

TEACHING 

STANDARDS  

Professional Knowledge 1. Know students and how they learn 

2. Know the content and how to teach it 

Professional Practice 3. Plan for and implement effective teaching and learning 

4. Create and maintain supportive and safe learning environments 

5. Assess, provide feedback and report on student learning 

 

Professional engagement 6.Engage in professional learning 

7. Engage professionally with colleagues, parents/care givers and the 

community 

 

STANDARD AND THEIR DESCRIPTIORS 

BIGINNERS TEACHERS OF GRADE FIVE - EIGHT (2
nd

 Cycle) 

PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE 

STANDARD 1:- KNOW THE STUDENTS AND HOW THEY LEARN 

ELEMENT PERFORMANCE CRITERIA  ( Indicators ) 
1.1  

Demonstrate 

Their Physical, 

intellectual and 

emotional 

development and 

characteristic of 

students  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1.1 

Uses the 2
nd

 cycle,/ 5-8 / schools (physical and human) as an environment to 

improve the learning process of fine art content. 

1.1.2 

Organizes purpose full and sequential fine art learning experience in considers i 

learning areas and being aware of the student learning styles. 

1.1.3 

Replies the student rousing needs and providing necessary supports for 

different fine art activities.  

1.1.4 

Differentiates roles in the instructional process development based on the fine 

art content and learning experience. 

 

1.1.5 

Identifies student behavioral changes and attitudes during learning fine art 

education and doing practices based on objective, contents, and learning 

experience. 

1.1.6 

Identifies learning outcomes of individual and groups related student 

developmental needs and fine art curriculum requirements. 

 



 

1.2 

Understand how 

the student learn 

 

 

 

1.2.1  

Encourages students to take responsibility and to achieve learning goals in fine 

art education. 

1.2.2 

Buildup the relationships of the students during different activities of art work   

by establishing and maintaining supports and valuing each students as 

individual 

1.2.3  

Makes purpose of learning experience clear to the art education students and 

links new concepts and prior knowledge 

1.2.4 

Give respect and encouragement to advance students’ self esteem  to promote 

investment and effort in learning art education  

1.2.5 

Facilitate student centered learning (teaching) process on spot of learning fine 

art education 

  

1.3  

Understand 

students with 

diverse linguistic, 

cultural, religious 

and 

socioeconomic 

backgrounds 

1.3.1 

Models respect for students’ diverse cultures, language skills and experiences 

during interpretation of the fine art contents. 

1.3.2 

Accepts and values students diversity and treat fine art education students 

equitably 

1.3.3 

Needs to concentrate and give due care to the cultural and religious diversity of 

fine art education learner. 

1.3.4 

Identifies tangible and reasonable socioeconomic back grounds of the fine art 

students.  

1.3.5 

Respects and values the native language and dialects of their students’ and uses 

students’ current language skills to achieve fine art content- area of  learning 

goals 



1.4  

Differentiate 

teaching to meet 

the specific 

learning needs of 

students with 

special needs  

1.4.1 

Makes supporting requirements tools for  individual fine art subject students 

with particular learning needs 

1.4.2 

 Identifies the deaf, color blind, physical and intellectual disability fine art 

education learner   based on by establishing practices and friendly attachment. 

1.4.3 

Respects the fine art education students as individuals with different 

 experiences, skills, talents and interests and listen and respond the fine art 

education  students questions, comments, opinions, thoughts, ideas and silences 

1.4.4 

Seeks and supports those students with hearing impairment and students with 

intellectual and physical disability from stigma and discrimination. 

1.4.5 

Plans & adopts fine art education instruction to diverse student needs adding 

specific accomplishing for student expectation 

  

Evidence guide  

Underpinning 

Knowledge 

Demonstrate knowledge of: 

- Establish short and long plan and specifying the strategies and action to 

achieve the fine art educational goal 

- Develop specific and general objective to prioritize, organize and carry 

out the learner work. 

- Identifying the educational needs of others, developing formal 

educational or training programs or classes, and teaching or instructing 

others. 

- Analyzing and synthesize evaluating results to choose the best solution 

and solve problems. 

- Observing, receiving, and otherwise obtaining information from all 

relevant sources. 

- Entering, transcribing, recording, storing, or maintaining information in 

written or electronic/magnetic form. 

- Developing, designing, or creating new applications, ideas, 

relationships, systems. 

- Keeping up-to-date technically and applying new knowledge to their 

job. 

- Identifying the developmental needs of others and coaching, mentoring, 

or otherwise helping others to improve their knowledge or skills. 

- Communicating with people outside the organization, representing the 

organization to customers, the public, government, and other external 

sources. 

- Providing guidance and direction to subordinates, including setting 

performance standards and monitoring performance. 

Underpinning 

skill 

Demonstrate skill in: 

- Applying a professional knowledge base to the design of learning 

experience. 



- Teaching others how to do the others experience. 

- Giving full attention to what other people are saying, taking time to 

understand the points being made, asking questions as appropriate, and 

not interrupting at inappropriate times. 

- Selecting and using training/instructional methods and procedures 

appropriate for the situation when learning or teaching new things. 

- Understanding written sentences and paragraphs in work related 

documents. 

-  Managing one's own time and the time of others. 

- Monitoring/Assessing performance of them, other individuals, or 

organizations to make improvements or take corrective action. 

- Talking to others to convey information effectively. 

- Being aware of others' reactions and understanding why they react as 

they do. 

- Adjusting actions in relation to others' actions. 

- Using logic and reasoning to identify the strengths and weaknesses of 

alternative solutions, conclusions or approaches to problems. 

- Bringing others together and trying to reconcile differences. 

- Identifying complex problems and reviewing related information to 

develop and evaluate options and implement solutions. 

- Considering the relative costs and benefits of potential actions to choose 

the most appropriate one. 

- Persuading others to change their minds or behavior. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              



STANDARD 2:-KNOW THE CONTENT AND HOW TO TEACH 

 

Element 

 

Indicators 
2.1  

Know the fine art 

content concepts 

or ideas, 

principles, 

theories, and 

material usages 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1.1 

 Understands  key content concepts, principles, and theories of fine art and 

their application 

2.1.2 

Enriches and stimulates students by using teacher’s varied and challenging 

motivations, make children learn to see more, sense more, recall more. 

 2.1.3 

Makes more vitally aware of their changing and expands environment, 

consequently, more able to express their ideas visually with a growing 

confidence through fine art. 

2.1.4 

Knows  the three fundamental drawing  principles  such as looking,  

understanding and implementing 

2.1.5 

understands the past and recent  theories of fine art from different sources 

2.1.6 

Build up the learner’s creativity confidence of practical activities and their 

progress from one stage to another toward the attainment skill of the learner. 

2.1.7 

Possesses knowledge of contents which listed in grade 5to 8 curriculum 

materials and others recourses (handouts, modules, and etc.), to design the 

learning experience. 

2.2 

Know the  

contents of 

history of arts 

and its teaching 

strategy 

2.2.1 

Engages students to make them aware different and some of era art styles, 

(cave art – modern art) and its experiences. 

2.2.2 

Identifies traditional and modern arts according to the students understanding 

levels 

2.2.3 

 Differentiate the roles of historical areas/places such as visual art studios, 

galleries and museum, to enhance the students’ skill and understand their 

culture and heritages. 

2.3 

Recognize the 

drawing element, 

principle and 

fundamental 

teaching 

strategies 

2.3.1 

Describes the elements of design (line, shape, color, texture, space and etc.) 

and principles (unity, proportion, balance, rhythm and etc). 

2.3.2 

Possess knowledge of drawing basic ideas of light and shade, perspective, 

still-life, landscape human being anatomy and composition. 

2.3.3 

Practices sketches and contour lines with variety of approaches in line and 

tone drawing by fantasy none objects and optical art themes.  

2.3.4  



Demonstrates students in appropriate teaching methods (discussion, group 

work,&etc.) 

2.4 

 apply the theory 

of colors in  & 

practice with 

different painting 

media 

 2.4.1 

Clarifies color values,( light and shade)  painting mediums (water, oil and 

tempera…) ,  characteristic of colors,(hot, warm , cool and cold) harmony and 

discord ( analogue, and complimentary) 

2.4.2 

Affords the learner to use different styles such as doting, spraying and etc. 

2.4.3 

Encourages students in searching artificial (manufacture) and natural 

(homemade) colors.  

 

2.5 

know 

the content of 

graphics art, 

printing, collage, 

mosaic, 

typographic and 

its strategy 

2.5.1 

Manipulates/uses manual (handmade), computer graphics and printing skills 

(stencil, potato print, and etc.) 

2.5.2 

Uses fundamental of calligraphy and typography fonts to hand writing 

purposes. 

2.5.3 

Understands and uses simple collage and mosaic art works.  

2.5.4 

Demonstrates the student to combine the typography with illustration as a 

caption or annotation to create attractive posters and visiting cards 

 

2.6 

Identify variety of 

sculpture types 

and technique   

2.6.1 

Defines terms of round (free standing), and relief sculptures. (sunken, low, and 

high) 

2.6.2 

Applies different sculpture techniques (carving, casting, modeling & 

assembling) in clay, paper, and gypsum materials. 

 

2.7 

Know the art 

content selection 

and organization 

2.7.1 

Select and organize appropriate and adequate art contents, due to student grade 

levels and learning standards within indicated themes of history of art, 

drawing, painting, sculpture, and graphic art. 

 

2.8 

Apply the safety 

rules and 

procedures 

 

2.8.1 

Create the awareness of cleaning handstand art equipments, and also collect 

working materials after practical activities. 

2.8.2 

Encourage the learner to read safety rules and instructional guidance before 

starting practice. 



2.8.3 

Avoids use of Toxic colors and materials. 

2.9 

Know te 

aching strategies  

 

2.9.1 

Motivates the learners to use art related (student center) teaching strategy, such 

as observation, demonstration, discussion, field trip, and etc… 

 

2.10 

Knows  Fine art 

objective and 

content setting 

and teaching 

learning 

experience 

2.10.1 

Identifies simple, appropriate, and adequate fine art lesson objective content , 

and teaching learning experience that to run up the subject lesson process 

properly 

2.10.2 

Ensure the interrelated connection of contents objective and methods which 

give sense to the learner to proceed fine art education instructional process. 

2.10.3 

Know the application theory of learning  

2.10.3 

Insures the fine art content and objective  include gender, and multicultural 

diversity   

2.11 

Use planning, 

assessment ,and 

reporting 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.11.1  

understands and uses structural  fine art curriculum frame works 

2.11.2  

Provide pre, and processing plans to apply sequentially order, relevant, 

significant and adequate contents of fine art education.  

2.11.3 

 Adjusts comfortable class room atmosphere for fine art practical activities  

2.11.4 

Uses explicit, and simple theoretical and practical fine art assessment and 

measurement evaluations (formative, summative, check list, anecdotal record, 

and rating scale.) 

2.11.5 

Demonstrates understanding of fine art education assessment tools under in 

each learning domains (cognitive, affective, and Psychomotor) 

2.11.6  

Uses assessment and reporting knowledge to identify the fine art content 

appropriate to students level of understanding 

 

 

2.12 

Knowledge of 

using relevant 

and sufficient 

instructional 

media  

 

2.12.1 

 selects  appropriate fine art curriculum materials, references, and teaching 

aids 

2.12.2 

 determines range of instructional material resources of fine art different 

content topic and themes  

2.12.3 

 stimulate the learner to use adequate fine art instructional resources   

 



Resource 

1. Ministry of education curriculum research grade five and six 

syllabus March 1994 E.C 

2. Ministry of education curriculum research  Fine art Grade 5-8 

Syllabus August 2005 (unpublished) 

3. AndargachewBogale (2004 E.C) Method of teaching Art 

1,Ministry of education (unpublished) 

4. Ministry of education (2005/2013) final course catalogue for 

regular fine art, major &  Music, HPE and Mother tongue minor  

5. Licensing &re- licensing Directorate (2006 E.C)National Standard 

for Teachers Professional and Relicensing for Grade 1-8 

6. Frank Wochowick (1985) Read Emphasis Art forth Edition 

 


